12th AUTOSAR
Open Conference and Networking Reception

March 03rd - 04th, 2020
NOVA, Lisbon, Portugal
A unique opportunity to get a global insight into the AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture and meet AUTOSAR partners.

How can a streamlined development of smart, safe and secure vehicles be enabled? Can a single company develop the full range of capabilities needed by autonomous vehicles on its own? Innovative companies all over the world are working on autonomous driving solutions based on safe and reliable technical systems driven by software. AUTOSAR is a strong community of over 270 companies which decided to jointly specify a standardized software infrastructure to develop complex ECUs and subsystems e.g. for autonomous driving. The resulting standard solutions are the basis for collaboration and business models as well as state of the art solutions for safety and security.

AUTOSAR’s latest status and the success stories of its partners will be presented at the 12th AUTOSAR Open Conference.

Interested? Do not hesitate to register and join!

**PROGRAM**

**Tuesday, March 3rd, 2020**
» Technical Sessions
» AUTOSAR World Café
» Networking Reception

**Wednesday, March 4th, 2020**
» Conference

**VENUE**

NOVA School of Business and Administration
Campus de Carcavelos
Rua da Holanda, 1
2775-405 Carcavelos, Lisbon
Portugal